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Date of Issue: January 2nd, 2024 
 

Product Discontinuation Notice 
 

Dear Customer 
 
Wire wrap construction became popular in the 1960s/70s principally for the Telecommunications industry. Since this time crimping and 
soldering have become the most common methods to secure wires in electrical/electronic applications, and with the advent of surface-mount 
technology made the wire wrapping an expensive technique in comparison, consequently, volumes have seen a major decline over the 
decades.  Additionally, it has become more and more difficult to obtain spare parts for older machines the Wire Wrap Contacts are 
manufactured on which has led to the decision to decommission these machines in Q2 2024. 
 
The culmination of the above unfortunately means Cambion Electronics Limited hereby give notification that its machined range of wire wrap 
contacts and associated products will be discontinued, this stated Cambion will accept last time buy orders at the prevailing MOQs up to 31st 
March 2024, after which any residual stock will be retained, and orders will be accepted up to stock quantity until 30th September 2024. 
 
Machined Wire Wrap Contact Part Numbers Discontinued. 
 
155-1077-01-XX-00 155-1078-01-XX-00 155-3738-01-XX-00 155-3748-01-XX-00 155-3757-01-XX-00 155-3758-01-XX-00 
 
155-3759-01-XX-00 155-3848-01-XX-00 155-3854-01-XX-00 155-3866-01-XX-00 155-3867-01-XX-00 155-3966-01-XX-00  
 
915-8097-01-XX-00 
 
For this range replace -XX with desired plating finish -03 Gold or -04 Electro Tin 
 
Single Pole Sockets Part Numbers Discontinued using Machined Wire Wrap Terminals  
 
450-3018-02-XX-00 450-3018-03-XX-00 450-3018-04-XX-00 450-3019-02-XX-00 450-3019-03-XX-00 450-3019-04-XX-00  
 
450-3026-02-XX-00 450-3026-03-XX-00 450-3026-04-XX-00 450-3325-02-XX-00 450-3325-03-XX-00 450-3325-04-XX-00 
 
450-3745-01-XX-00 450-3765-01-XX-00 450-3844-01-XX-00 450-3956-01-XX-00 450-5155-01-XX-00 945-8095-01-XX-00 
 
For this range replace -XX with desired plating finish -03 Gold or -04 Electro Tin or -06 Tin Body / Gold Contact 
 
Insulated Solder Terminal Part Number Discontinued using Machined Wire Wrap Terminals 
 
571-5198-01-XX-19 
 
For this range replace -XX with desired plating finish -01 Silver -03 Gold or -05 Electro Solder  
 
Please note that the discontinuation notice does not apply to Stamped Wire Wrap Contacts as these will still be available for the foreseeable 
future. 
 
Stamped Wire Wrap Contacts Still Available. 
 
155-0019-01-XX-00 155-1048-01-XX-00 155-3759-01-XX-00 155-3763-01-XX-00 155-5320-01-XX-00  
 
In issuing this discontinuation notice you have my assurance that every reasonable consideration was reviewed before coming to the final 
decision.  
 
Should you require any clarification or wish to discuss any of the contents herein do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Martin P. Stoneman 
Managing Director 
martin.stoneman@cambion.com 
 
 

Visit our website: www.cambion.com 
Email Cambion: sales@cambion.com Registered Office as above:  703283 England 
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